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By LEO & RODOLPHE. Illustrated by Leo

CINEBOOK: The 9th Art Publisher, 2015. Soft cover. Book Condition: New. 48pp Suitable for: 15+
years. [In stock in Australia NOW, for immediate delivery!] Could the answers to Kathy's question lie
at the bottom of Lake Victoria? From the shores of Lake Victoria, Kathy and Remington witnessed an
extraordinary event: the coming of a massive UFO. Stunned by the sight, they're taken prisoners by
Irmanius, who's working for the Soviets. Faced with the oddness of their situation and its potential
dangers, though, Westerners and Communists decide to team up. A temporary alliance that may
not survive the fantastic discoveries ahead of them. Key Points: *Published in English for the first
time *A fascinating, complex mystery penned by a veteran author *The expressive and realistic art
of the creator of Aldebaran *A strong and independent heroin. Brazilian artist Leo is best known for
his science-fiction, multi-series saga The Worlds of Aldebaran . He also created Canadian Mountie
Trent as well as Kenya and its second season Namibia, all three with Rodolphe - a teacher,
journalist and writer who has penned over 150 graphic novels so far and worked with some of the
greatest names of Bandes Dessinées.
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ReviewsReviews

A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. It can be rally fascinating throgh studying period of time. I am just happy to explain how this is the very best
ebook i actually have read within my individual existence and could be he finest book for ever.
-- Cydney Hand-- Cydney Hand

Excellent e-book and useful one. It can be rally intriguing throgh looking at time period. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult to leave it
before concluding.
-- Pasquale Klocko-- Pasquale Klocko
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